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INTRODUCTION
In order to analyze, quantify, and compare the performance of IR imaging devices,such as various types
of focal plane arrays (FPAs), it is essentialto have an
in-depth understandingof their figures of merit. In this
article, we discussa seriesof figures of merit that are
applicable to both cooled and uncooled IR detectors
and systems.We provide a more detailed analysis of
these figures of merit for the case of uncooled thermal
detectors based on micro-electro-mechanicaisystems
(MEMS). In particular, we discuss and analyze the
different sources(and mechanisms)of noise presentin
MEMS IR detectors.These noises inevitably influence
the respective figures of merit for the MEMS IR
detectorsand ultimately affect the fundamentallimits of
their performance.

D E T E C T I O NM E C H A N I S M S
According to transductionprinciples,infrared (IR) radiacao be classifiedbroadly as eitherquantion detectorslt-61
tum (opto-electronic)detectorstTlor thermal detectors,
such as pyroelectric,t8lthermoelectric,telthermoresistive
(bolometers),telancl more recently micromechanical(or
MEMS) thermal detectors.tl0-l7lTraditionaliy, detection
of IR photonshas reiied on quantumabsorptionphenomenain semiconductormaterialsat cryogenictemperatures.
Quantum IR detectorsare basedon semiconductormaterials with narrow bandgaps,e.<hl )., or metal-semiconductor structures(Schottky barriers) with appropriately
small energy barriers,A.e<hli. Becauseof the natureof
photo-excitationandthermal-excitation
processes
in semiconductors,photonic lR detectorsexhibit strong wavelength dependenceand only operate efficiently when
kBT<hl^, where fts is the Boltzmann constant,Z is the
detectortemperature,h is the Plank constant,and 2 is the
wavelengthof radiationto be detected.Although quantum
response
IR detectorscan have short (sub-nanosecond)
times and very high detectivities(seethe definitionslater
in this article) approaching fundamental limits, they
requiredeepcooling in orderto reducethermaigenerat:cn

of charge carriers and thermal noise that varies as
exp[ - e"lkeT]. Cooling of quantumIR detectorsdown to
or below liquid nitrogen temperaturesis commonly used
for sensitiveimaging in the mid-to far-infraredregions
using IR photodetectors.
Thermal lR detectors(such as the ones depicted in
Fig. 1) are based on measuringthe amountof heat produced in the detector upon absorptionof IR radiation
and can operate at or even above room temperatures.
Spectral characteristicsthat are flat and extendedinto
the far-IR range are typical for thermal IR detectors.A
spectralresponseof a thermal IR detectoris primarily
detjned by the absorbancespectrumof the detector active region, which, in principle, can be close to unity for
radiation ranging from the visible to the far-IR. When
thermal IR detectorsare arrangedinto FPAs, the longis typiwavelengthroll-off of the spectralcharacteristics
cally affectedby diffraction phenomerra(associatedwith
smaller detector sizes) rather than materialsproperties.
Microbolometersand FPA of microbolometersoperating
at room temperaturehave already demonstratedsufficient performance,which makes them very competitive
with more traditional cooled IR detectorsbasedon narrow-band semiconductorsand Schottky barriers. However, uncooledthermai IR detectorstend to have slower
responsetimes (>10-3 sec) and somewhatlower detectivities, which are limited by relatively high background temperaturefluctuationspresentin any uncooled
IR detector.
More recently,a new type of uncooledthermal detectors basedon thermal expansionphenomenain micromechanicalstructureshas beenintroducedand studied.tlriTl
microstructures
with bimaterialregions(Fig. 1)
Suspended
provide direct conversionof absorbedheat into a mechanical responseand can be referredto as thermo-mechanicaldetectors.The main advantageof thermo-mechanical detectorswith respectto IR detectionis that they are
essentiallyfree of intrinsic electronicnoise and can be
combinedwith a numberof diff'erentreadouttechniques.
The readouttechniquesdemonstratedto date include capacitive,[181
piezoresistive,tle]
electrontunneling,t2o]
ancl
optical.tls'2ll We will discuss the performanceof uncooled thermo-mechanicaiIR detectorsin more detail
later in this article.
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tectors are provided beiow. There are a number of additional parametersthat can be used for a more detailed
and comprehensive characterization of IR detectors.
These include linearity of response,cross-talkbetween
detectorelementsin an FPA, dynamic range,and modulation transferfunction (MTF). The linearity of response,
cross-talk,and dynamic range are basic parametersamenable to a whole variety of analog devices and transducers,and their definitions are readily availabiefrom a
numberof sources.[22'27]
MTF is traditionallyusedin testing the performanceof lenses,imaging systems,and their
componentsanddescribeshow the outputcontrastchanges
as a seriesof incrementallysmallerfeaturesareimaged.t2Tl
Responsivity

Fig. 1 Microbolometers and thermo-mechanicaldetectors are
the two important classesof thermal IR detectorsthat comprise
uncooledIR-imaging FPAs. Thermal detectors(or detectorelements) of each type consist of a micromachinedIR absorbing
diaphragm suspendedabove the substrateand connectedto the
latter with two narow beams.Absorptionof IR power causesa
change in the temperature of the detector. This temperature
change,in turn, causesa changein the resistanceof a bolometertype detector (bottom left) or a dellection of a thermo-mechanical detector(bottom right).

F I G U R E SO F M E R I T
During the last several decades,a number of different
figures of merit have been introducedin order to characterizeIR detectors.t3-6'2-2sl
Although many of these
parametersare still in use, the evolution of the IR detectors has beenaccompaniedby the evolutionof characterization methodsand respectiveparameters.Some of the
previously introducedfigures of merit become outdated
merely becauseof the changesin units used to characterize IR detectors.Here we only discussthe figures of
merit that are currently acceptedand used by the IR
community.[4'26]
Although the need ibr using figures of merit is driven
by the desireto comparedift-erentdetectors,it is important to keep in mind that different assumptionsare sometimes made in detining and measuringtheseparameters.
. When evaluatingthe performanceof variousIR detectors
and, especially,those that utilize uncooleclthermal cje,tectors,the parametersof major
importanceta'25'26]
are
,.I) responsivity,R; 2) noise .quiuoi.nt power (NEp);
O3)normalizeddetectivities,D" (andD*-);4) noiseequivai-.19nttemperaturedifference (NETD), 5) minimum
resolvi'atle temperaturedifference (MRTD); and 6) response
t. The definitionsof theseparametersand their fun,j.1*"
;,:damental
limits in the case of uncooledthermal IR de-

F:-rll.

The responsivityparameterR (applicableto all detectors)
reflects the gain of the detector and is defined as the
output signal (typically voltageor current)of the detector
producedin responseto a given incident radiant power
falling on the detector[4'2sl

o":*

o r R' r :P! o

(1)

where V, is the output voltage (V), 1" is the output current
(A), and Pe is the radiant input power (W). When the
definition of the responsivityis expandedto include the
frequencydependenceand the wavelength(spectral)dependence,tuj
then, the responsivityis known as the spectral responsivity,R(;, /). It is worthy to emphasizethat
very distinct factorsdefine characteristicfeaturesof spectral responsivitiesin the caseof quantumand thermalIR
detectors.QuantumIR detectorsexhibit a cut-off in the
spectralresponsivityabovea certain characteristicwavelength that is related to the photon energy sutficient to
generate additional charge carriers (free electrons or
electron-holepairs).Hence, RQ,f) has a long wavelength
cut-ofT detlned by the bandgap energy of the semiconductor or the energy barrier at the metal-semiconductor interfaceusedin the device.In the caseof thermal
IR detectors,however, the far-IR range is readily accessiblesimply by using appropriatedetectorabsorbing
areasand materialswith high-absorptivity(eitherdirect or
resonantabsorption)in this region.
Another derivativeof responsiviryis known as blackbody responsivity,R(7,/), and is defined to include the
dependenceof the detector output signal on the temperature,r, of the blackbody-typesource.The responsivity is a useful technical parameterthat allows the prediction of the detector signal levels causedby an IR
radiationof the given power and wavelengthor as a result
of thermalradiationfrom an object at a given temperature
and emissivi$/. Although responsivityprovides a good
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indicationaboutthe performanceof an IR detector,it does
not take into accountthe level of any intrinsic noisein the
device and, therefore,provides little or no information
about the threshold sensitivity of the detector.In other
words, an IR detector with high responsivityis not necessarilyable to detect low-level IR radiation or to distinguish IR sourcesof nearly the same intensity. It can
be concluded that knowing the detector responsivityis
important at the stage of designingan IR detectionsystem, while comparativeevaluationof different detectors
shouldrely on other figures of merit.
In the case of thermo-mechanicalIR detectors,such
as microcantilever bimorphs, the intrinsic thermo-mechanicalresponsivityof the detectorshouldbe definedin
terms of the mechanical responseof the device, i.e.,
displacement,zs, per absorbedpower, Po, in units of
metersper watts, given by

R' , :P* "

exhibits a square root dependenceon the frequency.
NEP(,I,/) and NEP(Tp,/) refer to a 1-Hz bandwidthand
have units of W Hz r/2; NEP without specifying the
frequencymay have ambiguousinterpretation.The units
of NEP imply either a full operationalbandwidth or a
l-Hz bandwidth.
Normalized Detectivity
The parameterNEP is generaily sufficient to evaluateand
compare the performanceof single (spot) IR detectorsby
predicting the minimum power. However, a figure of
merit that is directly proportional to the detector performance is more convenient. Starting with a parameter
known as detectivity,D, which is defined as the inverse
value of NEP and taking into accountthe detector absorbing(active)area,46, and the signalbandwidth,B, one
can define specific (or normalized)detectivity,p*, a.tul

e)
D*

Similarly as before,a spectralresponsivityR,(T,f) and a
blackbody responsivityR,(1, f) can be defined.
Noise Equivalent Power
The minimum radiant flux that can be measured by
different IR detectors with the same responsivity is inversely proportional to the level of total intrinsic noise
in the detector. A convenient way to characterizethe
sensitivity of an lR detector is to specify its NEP, a
parameter defined as the radiant power incident on the
detector that produces a signal equal to the root mean
square(rms) cletectornoise.ta'2sl
By this definition, NEP
takesinto accountboth gain and noise parametersof the
detectorand can be related to the detectorresponsivity,
Rv,, Rt, or R,, and the rms detectornoisetal

NEp :

b
Rv

or

NEp :

1N
or
R1

NEp :

!\
R,

(3)

where Vp (1p or zp) is the rms noise voltage (current or
displacement)measuredwithin the whole operationbandwidth. Since NEP dependson R, it also dependson the
photon wavelength as well as on the modulation frequencyof the IR power and,therefore,can be regardedto
as NEP(,I.,/). NEP can also be specifiedas a function of
the detector temperature,i.e., NEP(?'n,/).tal Frequency
dependence
of NEP is determinedby the detectorthermal
responsetime, r, and by the spectraldensity (i.e., frequencydependency)of the detectornoise.It is important
to note that even if the noise amplitude is frequency
independent(white noise),the rms noise spectraldensity

_

(t , n \ r l 2
\''u-i

,-tt

NEP

Normalized (or specific) detectivityD* is, therefore,the
detectoroutput signal-to-noiseratio at I Watt of input IR
radiation normalizedto a detectorwith a unit active area
and a unit bandwidth. The units of D* are in Jones; I
Jones=fcm Hzr/? W-tl. It should be noted that the
definition of specific detectivity,D*, was originally proposed for quantum detectors,in which the noise power
is always proportional to the detector area and noise
signal (V" or 1) is proportional to the squareroot of the
area.However,the noise in thermalIR detectorsdoesnot
always obey this scaling trend. In fact, neither temperature fluctuations nor thermo-mechanicalnoise (see the
next section)scalesup with the detectorarea.Therefore,
D* shouldbe very cautiouslyinterpretedwhen appliedto
thermalIR detector.In fact, D* tendsto overestimatethe
performance of larger absorbing area thermal detectors
and underestimates
the performanceof smaller ones.In
general(even in the case of quantumdetectors),D* ignores the significanceof smaller detectorelementsfor
high-resolutionFPAs.
In order to take into accountthe possiblevariability in
the efficiencyof the opticsusedfor the characterization
of
IR detectors,the ibcal ratio F (reciprocalof twice the half
angle of the marginal ray from the edge of the optics to
the focal point) is included into a modified definition of
the normalizeddetectivitv.D**
n:r3* -

nr ^ ^,1/2
r\
dD)

NEP
A reasonableapproximationof F assumesthat the target
remains at infinity so that F=fo/d, where/e is a focal
length of the optics and r/ is a diameterof the optics.
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Noise Equivalent Temperature Difference

been developedto measureMRTD, it is still one of the
most difficult figures of merit to determine.

NETD is a parametercharacterizingthe low-signal performance of thermai imaging systemsand is more applicable to FPAs of IR detectors.NETD is definedas the
temperatureof a target above (or below) the background
temperaturethat producesa signalin the detectorequalto
the rms detectorno1r".[a'25'281
NETD can be specifiedfor
a singledetectorelementor can be averagedfor all detector elementsin an array. Altematively, NETD can be defined as the differencein temperaturebetweentwo blackbodies, which correspondsto a signal-to-noiseratio of
unity.t25lWhen an IR imagerproclucesimages,it actually
mapsthe detectedtemperaturevariationacrossa sceneor
an object.However,the resultingimagesare also affected
by the emissivityof the objectsin the scene.Small values
of NETD reflect the ability of an IR imager to distinguish
slight temperatureor emissivity differencesof objects.
Relationshipstbr predicting NETD have been described
elsewhere.ta'5'24'281
NETD can also be determinedexperimentally for a given detectorarea,detectorabsorptivity,
optics used,and output signal bandwidtht2slby

v",
NETD: ;;(r, _ re) or
vs
NETD :

1t

;(I,
lS

_ 7e)

or

NETD:ftt-tr)

(6)

where Vs (1* or zs1)is the voltage (current or deflection)
rms noise,% (1, or z") is the voltage(currentor deflection)
signal,Z, is the temperatureof the blackbodytarget,and 7b
is thebackgroundtemperature.
It is importantto emphasize
that the NETD of optimizedthermalIR detectorsis limited
by temperature flL.ctuation noise, while backgrouncl
Jh,tcttmtionnoise imposesan absoiutetheoreticallimit on
the NETD of any IR detector.In the next section, we
discussin more detail the factors that atfect temperature
fluctuation noise and backgroundfluctuation noise, and
how the respectivetundamentallimits of NETD depend
on the detectordesign and its operation regime.
Minimum Resolvable Temperature Difference
MRTD is widely acceptedby the infraredcommuniryas a
measureof the total performancet4'261
of IR imaging systems. The rigorous detinition of MRTD involves both
the temperaturesensitivityand the spatialresolutionof a
thermal imaging system.t26'281
MRTD is a more informative parameterthanNETD when a combinationof spatial
resolution and temperaturesensitivity needsto be taken
into account. Although well-establishedmethods have

Response Time
Similarly to other sensoror transducersystems,any IR
detectorexhibits a characteristictransientbehaviorwhen
the input IR power changesabruptly. A generaldefinition of the responsetime, t, for any sensorsystemsis
the time required for a transientoutput signal to reach
0.701 (2- trz; of its steady-state
change.The expressions
of the responsivity in the time frequency domain are
given byl27l

R(r)
(7)

R(/)

+ (2nfl2
where R6 is the dc responsivity.In the time domain, r,
the cut-off frequencyis the half-point or the frequencyat
which the responsivityis 0.707 of the dc responsivity.
When the transductionof the absorbedIR energyinto
the output signal is basedon photo-electronicexcitation
(quantum detectors),the intrinsic responsetime can be
less than a nanosecond.Aithough the responsetime of
quantumIR detectorsis often limited by high-impedance
eiectronicreadout,their overall responsetimes are commonly shorterthan l0 3 sec.telThis satisfiesthe requirements of the majority real-time IR imaging applications.
By contrast,much longer responsetimes (typically in the
rangeof 10-' to 10-' sec) of thermalIR detectorsare
associatedwith the requiredaccumulationof heat in the
detectoractive areaand are directly relatedto their transduction mechanism.The responsetime of a thermai IR
detector,116,cot be calculatedas the ratio of the heat
capacity of the detectorto its effective thermalconductance,viz.,
'c.r.:

C
d

(8)

where C is the heat capacity of the detectoractive area
and G is the total thermalconductancebetweenthe active
areaof the detectorand the supportstructure(i.e., a heat
sink). Eq. 8 provides a convenient way to predict the
responsetime of a thermalIR detector,includingthermomechanicaldevices.ln Eq. 8, the heat capacitance,C, is
the total capacitancewhich takes into account the
individual capacitancesfor each of the materialscomprising the detector active area given by the products
of the specific heat capacitancesand their respective
masses.The value of G should take into accountali the
heat loss mechanismsin the detectorand in the caseof
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evacuatedthermal detectorsthese are conductive and
radiativelosses.

of the detector suspendedstructure. The frequency
spectrumof the temperaturef'luctuationsis given byt5l
,a-r\
(o/;) -

NOISE SOURCES IN THERMAL
INFRAREDDETECTORS
Noise sourcesmay exist within the IR detectoritself, as it
interactswith its environmentor can be introducedby the
detectorreadout system.Micromachining enablesbatch
fabrication of highly efficient transducersthat convert
very small heat fluxes or temperaturedifferencesinto
convenientlymeasuredoutput signals.While significantly reducedsizesand heatcapacitances
improve the sensitivity of thermal and calorimetric sensors,making them
usefulas IR detectorsis governedby the influenceof the
various noise sources.The noise characteristicsof such
microscopicdevicestend to impose certain fundamental
limitations to the performance of thermal detectors.Two
of such limitations (backgroundlimited and temperature
fluctuationlimited) are applicableto all types of thermal
IR detectors and stem merely from the fact that every
object, dependingon its thermal mass and the degreeof
heat exchangewith the environment,undergoescertain
temperaturefluctuations. These spontaneoustemperature
fluctuationsare negligiblefor macroscopicobjects;however,they may becomea significantsourceof noisein the
case of highly thermally isolatedmicroscopicdetectors,
such as microbolometersand micromachinedsuspended
bimorphs(microcantilevers).
In the caseof thermo-mechanical
IR detectors,there is
an additional fundamentallimitation that is related to
spontaneous
microscopicmechanicalmotion (oscillation)
of any suspendedmicrostructure due to its thermal
energy. For the majority of the readout means, these
thermo-mechanical
oscillationsare indistinguishablefrom
the temperature-induced
bending and, therefore,directly
contributeto the detectornoise.

4kBTzB
-.------..
G(t+ aftio)

(10)

where G is the thermal conductanceof the principal heat
loss mechanism.(6[2) in Eq. 9 is the integration over
all frequencies/, wheref=a/2n, of Eq. l0 and, therefore, the rms temperaturefluctuation (64)t" can be expressedas

\srf1ttz

2T(kBB)\/2

( 11 )

G t / 2 ( 1+ r z r z 1 r l 2

Eq. I I shows that thermal conductanceG of the principal heat loss mechanismis the key design parameter
that affects the temperaturefluctuation noise. Fig. 2
shows exemplary temperaturefluctuation spectracalculated for a typical IR sensitivemicromechanicaldetector
u s i n gE q . l l .
When a thermal detector operatesin a vacuum or a
gas environment at reduced pressures,heat conduction
through the supporting microstructureof the device is
usually a dominant heat loss mechanism.telIn the case
of an extremely good thermal isolation, however, the

''t0-5
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Temperature Fluctuation Noise
10's

All IR detectorsthat are basedon the conversionof IR
radiantpower into heat are affectedby temperaturefluctuation noir".t5'2a'291
The magnitudeof spontaneoustemperaturefluctuationsof the detectorcan be derived from
the fluctuation-dissipationtheorem(FD1)ts'z+l

C
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r- r1

(ort) : "uj

C = 4x10-eJIK
G = 1 x 1 0 ' 7W / K
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where (6t') is the mean squarefluctuationsin temperatureof the detector,ks is the Boltzmann'sconstant,7 is
the absolutetemperature,and C is the total heat capacity

Fig. 2 Spectral density of temperature fluctuation noise (rms
valuesof temperaturefluctuation)calculatedfor a typical thermal IR detectorusing Eq. 11. Note that the signal follbws the
same roll-off at higher frequenciesas the temperaturefluctuation noise does.
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principal heat loss mechanismcan be reduced to only
radiative heat exchange between the detector and its
s u r r o u n d i n gw
s h i c h i s g i v e n b y G = 4 A a o T aa s s u m i n g
that the emissivity e= l. For micromechanicaldetectors
in the atmosphericenvironment,heat conductionthrough
air is likely to be dominant heat dissipationmechanism.
The thermai conductivity of air at standardtemperatllre
a n dp r e s s u ries 2 . 4 x 1 0 - 2 w m - t K - l , t e lw h i c hy i e l d s
the respective thermal conductance larger than the
thermal conductancethrough the supporting beams of
a typical microcantileveror microbolometerdevice.
ln the case of temperaturesensitivebimaterial cantilever structuresthat are used for IR detection,temperature fluctuation noise manifestsitself as spontaneously
fluctuating deflection of the cantilever tip, 62. Temperature-induceddeflectionsof bimaterial microcantilevers
can be expressedas a function of differential stress,6s.
The deflection, z, due to differential stress,6s, for a rectangularbimaterialmicrocantileveris given bytl3'301

z :

J

I +--:

(' *1)
\

tz/

AT :

TPo

c,Ili

r\ ''l
rq\

@+

where P6 is the radiantpower falling on the cantilever,4
(absorbedfraction) of the radiantpower,
is the absorbance
G is the thermal conductanceof the principal heat loss
mechanism,a-lis the angularfrequencyof modulationof
the radiation,and r is the thermal responsetime.
By combiningEqs. 11, 14, and 15, the signal-to-noise
ratio, /52, can be written as

z

LT

i-:-:---:--l;:i:-

6z

((tir;;rlu

7Po
2T(GkBB)t/2

\roJ

By combining the definitions of responsivity,R", and
NEP (Eqs. 2 and 3), and Eq. 16, temperaturefluctuation
limited NEPrF can be expressedas function of G

312
-=;;------:T
L ltt I tzl-

'I

The temperaturerise Z of the detectoras a resultof photon
absorptionis given by the foliowing solution of the heat
flow equationtsl

*(' +

t'E,\ /t? rrEr\
l l : + - - l
bE" J \ti, trEr /

- 4+D:
NEPrF(/)

l^'

( 17)

Temperaturefluctuationlimited specificdetectivity,D+F,
in tum, is given by

(1 2 )

where 11and /2 are the thickness of the coating and the
microcantileversubstrate,respectively,/ is the microcantileverlength,E1 and E2 are the Young's moduii of the
coating and microcantilever,respectively,and E* is the
eff'ectiveYoung's modulus of the coatedmicrocantilever
detineclas E* = EEzl(E:+82). The differentialstressdue
to thermal expansionof two different materiaiscan be
approximatedastl3l
As :

E*(rr * t2)(a4- a2)LT

(l3)

whereA?"is the temperatllrechangeand a1 and o{2are the
coefficientsof thermal expansionfor the two materials
composingthe bimaterial microcantilever.Using Eq. l3
we can rewrite Eo. 12 as

Jtrl -r r1

x \u1- a.2)LT

('. l)'
( 14)

a t1 2 n

Dfn: -+
2T(Gkr1'r'

(t8)

Fig. 3 shows the dependenceof Df. on 7 and G plotted
for different detectoractive areas.As it clearly follows
from the data shown in Fig. 3, improvedperformanceof
IR thermal detectorscan be achievedby increasingthe
thermai isolation (i.e., a low value of G) between the
detectorand its surrounding.
The magnitudeof thermal fluctuationnoise scalesup
with improved thermal isolation.It reachesits maximum
in the case of ideally isolateddetectors,i.e., in the case
of purely radiative heat exchange.Better thermal isolation, nevertheless,
does improve the performanceof a
thermal IR detectorby increasingthe responsivityof the
detector to an even higher degree: the rms value of
temperaturefluctuation noise is proportional to G- rt7
while the responsivityis proponional to G-t. This
yields G r/2 dependencyof NEP and Cll2 dependency
of D* (Fig. 3b). For very low valuesof G, thesedependencies have a crossover with the background fluctuation limit. By using the first derivativewith respectto
the temperatureof the Stephan-Boltzmann function,
Eq. l8 can be rewritten for the case of pr.trelyradiative
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temperature,Zs is the backgroundtemperature,16is the
transmissioncoefficientof the optics,4 is the absorptivity
of the detector,and (APlAf 1, - A2is the changein power
per unit arearadiatedby a blackbodyat temperatureIwith
respectto Z, measuredwithin the spectralband from ,11
to 72.
The temperatureflnctuation noise limit, NETDlp, is

7K
G = 1 x 1 O 'W
j\

\\
-N

100x100 pm2

1n1o

r ' "

---\

O

given byt2al

5UX5U

1n9

1000

NEDTTF :

TEMPERATURE,
rfi)

(b)

8FlTo(ksBG)t/2
tqqA(LpI LT) ^,-^.

(21)

where G is the total thermal conductanceof the detector
along the iegs of the microcantilever.
Thermo-Mechanical Noise

!
^,

1 n10

pm'?

-l{

Saridt3llhasidentifieda noisesourcethat he referredto as
"thermally induced lever noise." The analysisprovided
by Sa1i6t:t1involves the Q (quality factor) of a vibrating
microcantilever,where p is the ratio of the resonance
frequencyto the resonancepeak width. When the signal
angularfrequency(ro) is much less than the mechanical
resonantfrequency,co6(i.e., co( co6),the rms fluctuations in z can be found ast3ll
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Fig. 3 Temperature fluctuation noise limited specific detectivity, D{, for thermalIR detectorsof differentareasplotted(a) as
a function of the total thermalconductancebetweenthe detector
and its surrounding and (b) as a function of the detector temperature.Improved performance of IR thermal detectorscan be
achievedby increasingthermal isolation between the detector
and its sunounding.

heat exchangethat describesbackgroundfluctuation limited detectivity Dfitsl
4t/z

nx

fsksa(Zj+ r|)l't'

(1e)

When the performance of a thermo-mechanical IR
detectoris limited by backgroundtluctuationnoise or by
temperaturefluctuation noise, the respectivevalues of
NEDT (regardedas NEDTBF and NEDTIp) can be expressedanalytically as a function of the detector parameters.The background limit, NETDBF, is given
byts'24'2el
\rehr
ItDtsp:-

8F2l2kBoB(TB
+ Ti\lt12
/'
ts(4A)' (LP I LT);.,-;,

(l0r

whereF is the focal ratio of the optics,kB is the Boltzmann
constant,I is the electricalbandwidth,7p is the detector

15,zyrlz-

(22)

where k is the spring constant,definedas the ratio of the
force applied to the microcantilever divided by the
displacementof the tip. At the resonance(i.e., co- coo;t311

Qzzlrtz

-

(23)

The latter condition may only become important for a
thermo-mechanical
IR detectoroperatingat or nearone of
its resonancefrequencies.In Fig. 4a, we plotted the spectral density of thermo-mechanicalnoise for a suspended
micromachinedstructure.When the responsivity,Rr, of a
thermo-mechanicalIR detector is known, the iow-frequencyrms of thermally inducedfluctuationsdefined by
Eq. 22 can be usedto predict the limits to NEP and the
specific detectivity, D*, of a thermo-mechanicalIR detector due to its thermo-mechanical
noise:

NEP :

4kBTB

okr,

andD-:;

4kBT

()4\

ilOk,Do

It should be pointed out that altemativemodels exist to
adequatelvdescribe the thermo-mechanicalnoise of a
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Fig. 4 Spectral density of thermo-mechanical noise for suspended micromachined structured calculated using alternative
models.Accordingto Sarid,t3llthermo-mechanical
noiseof microcantileversis frequencyindependentat low frequencies(a).
When the damping is due to intrinsic friction processesrather
than due to viscousdarnpingof the medirlm,the theory predicts
l2
a/trend for the densityof thermo-mechanical
noise below
the mechanicalresonance(b).

mechanical oscillator below its resonance.["] For instance, when the damping is due to intrinsic friction processesrather than due to viscous damping of the medium
the density of thermo-mechanical noise follows a llft/2
trend below the resonance (see Fig. 4b).

CONCLUSION
Using figures of merit allows assessing,
quantifying,and
comparingthe perfbrmanceof various IR detectors,especially focal plane arrays (FPAs). Over the years a
number of parameters(figures of merits) have been introduced and used to characterizedifferent types of IR
detectors.Although somefiguresof merit are more infor-

mative than others,the explicit and implicit assumptions
made should always be kept in mind. With the development of uncooledthermal detectors,a challengearises
in the efforts to defineparametersthat are both applicable
to thermal detectorsand consistentwith parametersused
to describecooled photon detectors.In this chapter we
provided a detailedanaiysisof figures of merit that apply
to a classof uncooledthermaldetectorsbasedon MEMS.
The performanceof uncooledIR systemsis often limited by the detectorintrinsicnoise.Fundamentalmechanisms of heat exchangeand dissipationinduce spontaneoustemperaturefluctuationsof all thermalIR detectorsand
impose two important fundamentallimits to their performance,referredto as the backgroundfluctuationnoise
limit and the temperaturefluctuation noise iimit. In addition, thermo-mechanicalIR detectorsexhibit spontaneous oscillations in a wide range of frequenciesweli
below their fundamentalmechanicalresonancedue to a
combinationof their nonzerothermalenergyand intrinsic
mechanicallosses.Although thesefundamentallimits are
independentof readoutmeans,they do dependon several
propertiesof the detector.Theoreticalrelationstripsbetween the figures of merit and the detectorpropertiescan
be used to rationally design thermal IR detectorswith
optimizedperformance.
The performanceof a thermal IR detectorcan reach its
absolutetheoreticallimit when the thermal isolation between the detector and its surroundingis so high that the
dominant heat loss mechanism is radiation exchange
between the detector and its surrounding.Although the
thermal conductanceof the support structurecan be almost intinitely reduced,this would also affectthe thermal
responsetime, which is inversely proportional to the
thermal conductance.Optimization of thermal IR detectors may therefore involve a tradeoff between an acceptable time-constantand their sensitivity. Since the
responsetime is directly proportionalto the heatcapacity,
the limitations of this tradeoff can be eliminatedin part
by reducing the heat capacity of the detector.
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Responsetime
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